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Abstract. Municipal elections in Italy provide a fruitful context where specific vote
transitions may be associated to meaningful categories of voting behaviour. After presenting
a modern methodology of ecological inference and outlining its properties, we study how
to interpret, in the light of the literature on voting behaviour, the most relevant entries of
three connected tables of voting transitions that can be estimated in municipal elections
with runoff: (i) party voted at the previous regional election versus party voted at the
municipal election, (ii) party voted at the municipal election versus candidate mayor voted
in the same election,(iii) candidate mayor voted initially versus candidate mayor voted at
the runoffs. An application to the 2011 election in Milan and to the 2012 election in Parma
is presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Estimates of voters’ transitions are presented, usually, as a table with origins (the
choices available in a previous election) and destinations (the choices available in
the election under consideration); each cell of this table corresponds, roughly
speaking, to a distinct and often meaningful electoral behaviour; thus, a quantitative
assessment of these choices is a relevant basis for a political analysis. For instance,
the fact that a party retains only a relatively small proportion of its previous
supporters who move to non vote or protest parties is, in itself, a meaningful
information, even if the personal motivations are not known.

In principle, estimates of voters’ transitions based on direct interviews may
provide additional information on individual covariates like gender, age and
occupation, however such data are expensive to collect and results may be biased
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because of voters who do not respond or misreport their voting choices. In addition,
people who do not go to vote are more difficult to track. Estimates  based on
ecological inference, instead, use official data which, in Italy, are freely available
aggregated at the level of polling stations. Though ecological inference was looked
at with some suspicion in the past (Robinson, 1950), as argued by Forcina, Gnaldi
and Bracalente (2012), modern methods of ecological inference are based on a
realistic model of voting behaviour and on advanced statistical methods.

The motivations that may convince a voter to remain faithful to the party voted
previously, or to move to a different party, in the same or in a different coalition, or
to abstain, may be highly complex and vary among individuals. The theory of
electoral behaviour has characterised certain basic categories of motivations, which
may be associated, intuitively, with certain entries of a table of voters’ transitions.
In Section 2 we review briefly some of the main conceptual categories of voting
behaviour, which will be useful in the interpretation of our mobility tables.

Elections for the city council in medium to large Italian towns provide an
interesting context of study for the approach described above, especially when no
candidate mayor reaches the majority of voters and a runoff tournament between
the two most voted candidates takes place thereafter. Besides, because voters can
choose a given party and a candidate mayor of a different coalition, and the election
for the city council can be related to previous elections for the regional assembly
or for the Parliament, several different transitions may be estimated so that an
integrated interpretation of such transitions can provide important insights on the
evolution of the political situation.

In this work, three connected tables of vote transitions are estimated: from the
party voted in the latest election for the regional assembly to the party voted for the
city council; from the party voted for the city council to the candidate voted for
mayor; from the candidate voted for mayor to the candidate voted at the run-offs.
Then, by relating certain entries of such bivariate distributions to the pertinent
categories of voting behavior taken into account by the literature on the subject, we
provide an interpretation of the vote choices which contribute to explain the
electoral outcomes.

Specifically, in this paper we consider an application to the city of Milan
where, in 2011, the previous centre-right wing mayor supported by Mr Berlusconi,
prime minister at the time, was defeated by a centre-left wing coalition. The second
application concerns the town of Parma where in 2012 a candidate mayor from the
protest movement “5 Stelle” was elected, a result that forced the other political
parties and the media to devote increasing attention to this movement.

The methodology used in this paper for the estimation of voting transitions is
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described in Section 2 where we also outline the relevant features of the different
tables of vote transitions that can be estimated in the given context and recall the
main categories of voting behaviour which we refer to in our application. The
application to Milan is discussed in Section 3 and that to Parma in Section 4. The
conclusions in Section 5 end the work.

2. METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF VOTE TRANSITIONS

2.1 ESTIMATION OF VOTE TRANSITIONS

Ecological inference aims at estimating bivariate individual-level relationships
from aggregate data available at the level of polling stations. Estimates are arranged
in a two-way contingency table with rows indexed by options available in election
A and columns by options available in Election B. Essentially, these methods
consist in choosing, among all possible voter transition tables, the one whose
columns’ totals provide the best prediction of  the true observed results.

The simplest method of ecological inference approach for estimating vote
transitions, introduced by Goodman (1956), is still currently used by several
research institutes. It is based on the assumption that, for a generic voter living in
polling station Sk, the probability P(Yi | Xi, Sk ) of choosing option Yj at the latest
election having voted Xi at the previous elecion, is the same for all polling stations
and thus may be written as pi|i; in addition, voters are assumed to choose
independently. This implies (see for example Forcina, Gnaldi and Bracalente,
2012) that the expected value of Vki, the number of those who voted option j in
polling station k, is a linear function of the transition probabilities pi|i which can,
thus, be estimated by linear regression. However, because the observed frequencies
are not independent and their variances are functions of unknown probabilities, the
estimates obtained by linear regression are not efficient; in addition, they may be
negative or greater than 1.

The approach proposed by Brown and Payne (1986) is a substantial
improvement in three directions. First, they assumed that transition probabilities
can change at random among polling stations, in this way the behaviour of those
who voted for the same party and live within the same area are allowed to be
correlated. Secondly, they designed a proper maximum likelihood estimation
method which takes into account the covariance structure of the observations in
order to obtain more efficient estimates. Finally, probabilities are estimated on the
logit scale, as follows: let J be the number of options in the second election, the
invertible transformation between logits and probabilities is defined below
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in this way transition probabilities are always between 0 and 1 and sum to 1 by row,
without the need for the artificial adjustments which are often necessary with the
Goodman method.

The estimation method used in the present paper is a refinement of that of
Brown and Payne that tries to make the assumptions of voting behaviour more
realistic and, at the same time, solve a technical problem that affected the previous
model. Our model assumes that voters who voted the same party in the first election
tend to cluster in small groups (whose size may vary at random); the transition
probabilities are constant only within each cluster and vary at random (as in a
Dirichlet distribution) around the average for the whole city. Under these assumptions,
it can be shown (see Forcina et al., 2012) that the covariance structure of the
observations Vkj is a linear function of the number of voters for the various options
in the previous election. This condition allows a correct normal approximation of
the true log-likelihood. Because both the mean vector and the covariance matrix
depend on the unknown transition probabilities, computation of the maximum
likelihood is rather complex and is based on a Fisher scoring algorithm.

The approach produces estimates of the probability of choosing a given option
in the present election within voters who chose a given option in a previous or
contextual election. An estimate of transitions in terms of number of voters may be
computed by applying a simple version of the Iterative Proportional Fitting
algorithm which produces a frequency table whose margins are the observed
frequency distributions of voters in the two elections. All the computations
described in this paper may be performed with a set of MatLab routines freely
available from the authors.

Like in other methods of ecological inference, we assume that the population
of voters is the same in the two elections, an assumption which is always violated
to some degree, except when the two elections are held simultaneously. Clearly, the
population of voters changes slowly because people die or reach voting age or
migrate; however, as long as the proportion of people inserted or deleted from the
register of voters is small, as it is usually the case when the elapsed time between
the two elections is not large, or if the behaviour of new voters does not differ much
from the rest, the results should not be much affected. In any case, to protect against
substantial changes, we remove polling stations like hospitals or prisons where
membership changes quickly; in addition, we also remove polling stations with a
percentage change in the number of voters greater than 12%.

A measure of fit of the model is given by the value of the log-likelihood at its
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maximum under the given model. This may be useful to compare nested models,
that is models obtained by imposing suitable linear constraints on the logits;  for
instance, we might constraint two transition probabilities within the same row to be
equal. A relative measure of fit may be obtained by computing the Mahalanobis
distance for each polling station

d V V C V V
k kj kj

kjh
kh kh

= −( ) −( )∗ ∗∑ ,

where Vkj
∗  denotes the number of votes for option j in polling station k predicted by

the model and Ckjh is the j,h-th entry in the inverse of the estimated covariance
matrix for the vector of the electoral results (Vk1,…,VkJ). Because, under the normal
approximation, dk has a chi-squared distribution with J-1 degrees of freedom, we
can plot these values and inspect whether most of them are below the appropriate
chi-squared critical value. An instance of this plot is presented in the first application.

Intuitively, the reliability of estimates of transitions is low when they originate
from an option with a small number of voters; to avoid presenting estimated which
are too unreliable, we have grouped certain voting options with small support
according to our subjective judgments of similarity. However, the option of voting
for the candidate president of the region or for the candidate mayor without choosing
any party was retained as a separate option because it indicates an attitude of choosing
a person rather than a party, which is discussed below. Finally, we group together voters
who abstain or cast a blank or silly vote and call this the “non vote” option.

2.2 SOME CONCEPTUAL CATEGORIES OF VOTING BEHAVIOR

In the following analysis we relate certain entries of the various tables of vote
transitions to certain ideal types of voting behavior. For convenience, below we
provide a working definition of these attitudes and basic references to the literature
in the field.

Faithful voters: are those who vote, usually, for the same party to whom
probably they feel to belong; a raw estimate is provided by the proportion of voters
who choose the same party in two close in time elections. Corbetta, Parisi and
Schadee (1988) suggest that, in order to compare the degree of faithfulness among
parties of different size, one should first subtract the proportion of voters that would
vote a given party under the assumption of independence.

Personal voters: are those who take into account the personal qualities or
appeal of individual candidates rather than the party to which they belong. In this
category one would include voters who choose a candidate from a coalition and a
party from a different coalition, giving rise to split-ticket voting (Burden, 2005), and
those who vote a candidate without voting any party. This category is even more
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relevant when elections are held at the local level and candidates are personally
known, so that voters can be affected by the attractiveness of specific candidates
(Ames et al., 2009).

Strategic voters: are people who would not like to waste their vote and would
be prepared to adapt their political preferences to the expected outcome of the
election. As such, they might vote for a party which would not be their first choice,
in order to prevent the victory of the party they are most opposed to. This type of
voting behavior has been studied in detail in the literature, see for instance Blais et
al. (2005); Alvarez et al. (2006); Merolla and Stephenson (2008); Moser and
Scheiner (2009). In our application, we consider “strategic” both the behaviour of
minor party supporters that shift to one of the major parties or coalition at the city
council election and the behaviour of voters of candidates excluded from the second
tournament at the runoffs who vote for one of the two main candidates, rather than
stay home. Because it seems unlikely that these last voters changed their political
preferences in a short while, probably they made the additional effort of going to
the polls to affect the results (for a discussion of this specific context see Abramson
et al., 2010).

Sincere voters: should be those who choose their preferred party or candidate
without taking into account other considerations. This attitude is somehow opposite
to that of strategic voters and one would expect that, at the runoffs, sincere voters
of minor parties would abstain and would not care about affecting the election
outcomes.

Protest voters: we may include in this category voters who vote a minor party
with a very critical view of the whole political system. We might also consider
protest voters those who choose a non vote option as long as they may come back
to vote for their preferred party if adequately motivated by a new programme or
candidate. This fenomenon is one of the causes of the so-called differential
abstension, by which flows of votes in and out of abstension, across two elections,
yields a larger net gain (or loss) for certain parties or candidates than for others. For
a more detailed discussion see Kselman and Niou (2010) and also Corbetta, Parisi
and Schadee (1988).

2.3 VOTE TRANSITIONS AND POLITICAL CHOICE IN LOCAL
ELECTIONS IN ITALY

In the following we describe an approach for the analysis of data collected during
an election for city council and mayor, which can be applied to large or medium
sized towns in the Italian system and is based on the joint examination of several
estimated tables of vote transitions. Strictly speaking, vote transitions refer to the
behavior of voters in two successive elections of the same kind, for instance,
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elections for the borough council. More loosely speaking, the analysis of vote
transitions can also be useful to relate the results of an election relative to another
election of a different kind, though, in that case, the meaning of the transitions will
have to be based on the nature of the elections being analysed.

On the other hand, in this way we may try to highlight the choices of voters
on different but related issues and throw new light on interesting features of their
behavior.

In the context of this work, we concentrated on the following three tables of
vote transitions:
1. from the party voted in the latest election for the regional assembly to the party

voted for the city council;
2. from the party voted for the city council to the candidate voted for mayor;
3. from the candidate voted for mayor to the candidate voted at the run-offs.

The entries in the first table depend both on general and local features. The
general ones have to do with the relation between the two kinds of elections, such
as the larger proportion of people voting for the city council relative to the regional
assembly and the fact that in the second election there will be a larger number of
parties based on local issues or founded by local candidates. The results will also
depend on the trend of national and local politics and on how these are taken up by
the voters.

Within the Italian context, it is reasonable to assume that the vote for the
regional assembly, similarly to the vote for the Parliament, mostly mirrors voters’
political belonging to a party. Differently, in elections for the mayor and city
council, local candidates are often well known, so voters may be affected also by
personal considerations when expressing their preferences. This table provides an
estimate of the joint distribution between the party voted in the most recent
“political” election, that is, in our applications, the 2010 election for the regional
assembly, and the party voted for the city council. The entries of this table with the
same party by row and column provide a measure of the degree of faithfulness, that
is how the feeling of political belonging translates in the context of municipal
elections. In addition, we can also measure the amount of  strategic behaviour by
supporters of minor parties at the regional elections who move to one of the main
coalitions in order to affect the result of the election. Besides, the same table
provides a context where the personal vote can be detected as well. In fact, in the
Italian system, voters may vote directly for a candidate mayor2 without choosing
any of the competing parties. This feature allows us to estimate the proportion of

2 Even though the available data do not specify which candidate these votes refer to.
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voters who, having voted a party (or only a candidate president) at the regional
elections, vote only a candidate mayor at the municipal elections.

The second table – from the party voted for the city council to the candidate
voted for mayor – supplies an estimate of how those who voted only for a candidate
mayor split among the competing candidates, thus providing a relative measure of
the personal appeal of the different candidates. On the other hand, it provides
insights on split-ticket voters, that is those who choose a given party and the
candidate mayor of a different coalition. Though in the Italian context it is expected
that this kind of split-ticket voting is very limited, it is still quite important to
measure its impact. In particular when we have different relevant parties that
support the same candidate for mayor, we may assess the degree of unfaithfulness
of voters from the different partners in the coalition to the common candidate, as
they may abstain or vote for the candidate of another party. In this last case, when
the choice drops to the candidate of a minor party, we may interpret such a choice
as an expression of a personal preference for that specific candidate. Differently,
when a minor party voter splits his ticket in favour of a major candidate, we may
believe it is determined by a strategic choice, aimed at affecting the electoral results
and, at the same time, avoiding to waste one’s vote.

Finally, the last table – from the candidate voted for mayor to the candidate
voted at the run-offs – provides a further context where strategic behaviours, versus
sincere voting, may emerge and be detected. This is because voters of candidates
excluded from the run-offs may either abstain, as they would if they were sincere
supporters of the candidate chosen in the first occasion, or choose strategically one
of the two remaining candidates. Clearly, because the voters who choose the second
option have to do the extra effort of going to the polls, it seems reasonable to expect
that they believe it is important to try and affect the result of the election or, perhaps,
try to prevent the victory of the less preferred candidate. In doing this choice, the
voter has also probably made an assessment of the possible result of the election and
the chances that his vote may be relevant in determining the result. Such issues
relate to the proportion of voters who abstain relative to those who go to vote within
the supporters of  candidates excluded from the run-offs. In addition, it is interesting
to measure how the voters of these candidates split between the two competitors in
the run-offs; in this way the estimates provide an objective and revealing assessment
on the underlying attitude of these voters. Finally, the degree of support of each
competitors from those who had voted them two weeks before depends probably
on the feeling that the result is open and may be affected by the energy and efforts
of the militants on both sides.
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3. APPLICATION TO THE 2011 ELECTIONS IN MILAN

On May 15th 2011 there was an election for the city council and the mayor; because
no candidate got 50% of the vote, two weeks later, runoffs took place between the
two most voted candidates: Mrs Moratti, supported by the centre-right coalition,
with Popolo delle Libertà (PdL) as its main party (headed by Mr Berlusconi, the
prime minister at the time) and Mr Pisapia, supported by the centre-left coalition
with Partito Democratico (PD) as its main party. There were two other relevant
subjects on the scene: Terzo Polo, a coalition of Unione di Centro (UdC) and other
parties positioned towards the centre of the political spectrum, and Movimento 5
Stelle (M5S), a movement opposed to traditional parties and politics.

3.1 THE MAY 15TH 2011 ELECTION

While at the election for the regional assembly held in 2010 the centre-left coalition
was ahead of about 10 percentage points relative to the centre-left coalition, at the
2011 city council elections it was behind of about 4 percentage points. Thus the gap
between the two main coalitions shifted in one year of  about 14 percentage points
in favour of the centre-left wing.

To uncover the sources of such a change, let us first examine the estimates of
vote transitions from the regional assembly to the city council in Table 1. It emerges
that the political change is rooted in the different degree of faithfulness of voters
supporting the two main coalitions. While almost all voters who voted for one of
the left parties supported again parties in the left coalition, the faithfulness of centre-
right voters was noticeably lower with remarkable differences across parties, from
86% of PdL to 79% of Lega Nord (LN), up to 31% of minor parties.

From Table 1 it emerges a certain propensity to personal vote in many
segments of the electorate. On the one hand, a substantial proportion of voters who
had supported the parties on the right at the 2010 regional election voted only for
a candidate mayor, not necessarily in the same coalition (7% from PdL, 13% from
LN, 30% from minor parties). These vote transitions, that may also be interpreted
as expressing disappointement towards the parties, may balance the lower faithfulness
of centre-right supporters if directed to Mrs Moratti, or hide vote transitions
between the two main coalitions if directed to Mr Pisapia. Our estimates indicate also
that a large percentage of voters (about 15-20%) from UdC or M5S at the regional
elections opted for a personal vote by choosing a candidate mayor but not a party.

On the other hand, it is also interesting to examine the proportion of voters
who, having voted only a candidate president at the regional elections, go back to
vote for a party or coalition at the municipal elections. Almost 50% of the voters
who cast a ballot only to the president, voted a party of the coalition supporting Mr
Pisapia, against a support of only about 20% for the parties supporting Mrs Moratti.
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Table 1: Transitions from the voting options at the 2010 regional election to the 2011 city
council in Milan (row percentages).

Other
Regional Moratti’s Pisapia’s Palmeri’s Calise’s candidate’s Only Non Vote
parties supporting supporting supporting supporting supportingmayor

 parties  parties  parties  parties  parties

PdL 85.8 0.4 5.9 0 0.7 7.3 0
LN 79.3 0 0 6.1 1.3 13.3 0
Other CR 31.2 0 5.7 15.5 17.4 30.2 0
PD 0 97.5 0.1 1.4 0.6 0.5 0
IdV 0 82.6 2.5 11 3.9 0 0
SEL 0 100 0 0 0 0 0
RC 0 93.3 0 0 6.7 0 0
Other CL 5.6 76.6 0 5.2 7.4 0 5.3
UdC 16.0 5.1 61.8 0 1.7 15.4 0
M5S 0 36.3 0 42.4 0 21.3 0
Only
President 21.2 49.4 3.2 1 0 25.2 0
Non Vote 4.8 8.1 0.8 0.2 0.3 2.5 83.3

Regional election (rows)

Other CR (Other centre-right parties): La Destra, Forza Nuova
Other CL (Other centre-left parties): Verdi, PSI, Pensionati
IdV: Italia die Valori
SEL: Sinistra e Libertà
RC: Rifondazione Comunista

City Council election (columns)
Moratti’s supporting parties: PdL, Lega Nord, La Destra, Progetto Milano Migliore, Nuovo PSI,
Pensioni Lavoro, Milano Al Centro, Unione Italiana, Giovani Per L’Expo, Io Amo Milano, Popolari
Italia Domani, Alleanza di Centro.
Pisapia’s supporting parties: PD, SEL, IdV, Milano Civica, Lista Bonino Pannella, Verdi Ecologisti,
Sinistra per Pisapia, Milly Moratti.
Palmeri’s supporting parties: UdC, Nuovo Polo per Milano.
Calise’s supporting parties: M5S
Other candidate’s supporting parties: La tua Milano (De Albertis), Pagliarini Federalismo, Lega
Padana Lombardia (Pagliarini), Forza Nuova (Mantovani), Pensionati (Fatuzzo), P. C. Lavoratori

(Montuori)

As far as the strategic behaviour is concerned, it is worth noticing that one
third of the supporters of M5S at the regional election voted one of the parties
supporting Mr Pisapia, possibly in order to prevent the victory at the first tournament
of the coalition which they most opposed to. On the other hand, for specular reasons,
16% of the regional voters of UdC shifted to the parties supporting Mrs Moratti
against only 5% who voted one of the parties supporting Mr Pisapia.
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An additional contribution to the electoral success of Pisapia at the city
council race was played by differential abstensionism: almost 50% of the 2010
abstensionists who came back to vote chose one of the parties supporting Mr
Pisapia, against a little more than 25% who voted one of the parties supporting Mrs
Moratti.

Table 2 shows the estimates of vote transitions from the party voted for the city
council to the candidate voted for mayor. An important contribution to the victory
of Mr Pisapia was played by the personal votes detected by the transitions estimated
in Table 1: among the voters who cast a ballot solely in favor of a candidate mayor,
almost 51% went to Mr Pisapia against 31.6% to Mrs Moratti. Moreover, also split-
ticket voting affected mostly the Moratti candidate: between 4-5% of the voters of
Lega Nord (LN) and of minor parties of the centre-right coalition supporting Mrs
Moratti switched to Mr Pisapia, or to other candidates supported by minor parties.
On the other hand, the parties supporting Mr Pisapia did not suffer from ticket-
splitting, with the only exception of a very small proportion of minor centre-left
parties and Rifondazione Comunista (RC) supporters. Besides, Mr Pisapia took
advantage of some split-ticket voters even from LN supporters (2%), but mostly
from M5S supporters (11%), whose abovementioned propensity to strategic
behavior in favour of the parties supporting Mr Pisapia is in such a way reinforced
by split-ticket voting.

Table 2: Transitions from parties voted at the city council to the candidate mayor in Milan
(row percentages).

Parties Moratti Pisapia Palmeri Calise Othercandidates Non Vote

PdL 99.8 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
LN 95.9 2.2 0.7 1.2 0.0 0.0
Other CR 95.3 0.0 3.1 0.0 1.7 0.0
PD 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SEL 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
IdV 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RC 0.0 99.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
Other CL 0.0 97.8 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
Terzo Polo 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
M5S 0.0 11.6 0.0 88.4 0.0 0.0
Other parties 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 97.4 0.0
Only mayor 31.6 50.9 11.5 3.7 2.4 0.0
Non Vote 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0

City Council election (rows)

Other CR (Other centre-right parties): La Destra, Progetto Milano Migliore, Nuovo PSI, Pensioni

Lavoro, Milano Al Centro, Unione Italiana, Giovani Per L’Expo, Io Amo Milano, Popolari Italia

Domani, Alleanza di Centro.
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Other CL (Other centre-left parties): Milano Civica, Lista Bonino Pannella, Verdi Ecologisti, Milly

Moratti.

Others: Forza Nuova, Lega Padana Lombardia, Pagliarini Federalismo, Pensionati, La tua Milano,

PC Lavoratori.

3.2 THE RUNOFFS

We now examine the estimates of vote transitions from the candidate voted for
mayor on May 15th to the candidate voted at the runoffs on May 30th. Due to the
local context, voters’ involvement in the runoffs was stimulated by the perceived
competitiveness of the electoral race; this explains the high voters’ turnout. Because
at the runoffs only the two most voted candidates competed, voters of minor parties
out of the competition could either vote for one of the two mayor party candidates,
or switch to non vote. Hence, the run-offs provide valuable insights concerning the
strategic behaviour of supporters of minor parties. In addition, we can study the
faithfulness of supporters of the two competing candidates, which could be affected
by the supplement of the electoral campaign, and the behaviour of those voters who
had abstained two weeks before and came back to vote, attracted by the uncertainty
of the runoffs.

Table 3 shows that Mr Pisapia’s electoral success was due both to the high
faithfulness of his previous voters and to the gained support of more than 80% of
Mr Calise’s (the M5S candidate) voters, whose main concern was probably to avoid
Mrs Moratti from winning. Furthermore, Mr Pisapia managed to attract the
strategic vote of the supporters of minor candidates out of the electoral race, at a
greater extent than his competitor Mrs Moratti (37% against 31%, respectively),
and some of those voters who abstained two weeks before (7% of all abstainers).
Because of this, the strategic behaviour of voters of Terzo Polo who went mainly
to Mrs Moratti, despite being a relevant transition, could not balance the whole of
the other vote transitions towards Mr Pisapia.

Table 3: Transitions from the candidate mayor voted on May 15th to the candidate voted at
the runoffs in Milan (row percentages).

Moratti Pisapia Non Vote

Moratti (PdL) 98.3 0.0 1.7

Pisapia (PD) 0.0 100.0 0.0

Palmeri (Terzo Polo) 56.3 26.6 17.1

Calise (M5S) 6.8 84.1 9.1

Other candidates 31.4 37.4 31.2

Non Vote 1.2 5.5 93.3
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4. APPLICATION TO THE 2012 ELECTIONS IN PARMA

4.1 THE MAY 6TH ELECTION

The main feature of the first round of the 2012 municipal elections in Parma has
been the defeat of the centre-right coalition which, despite having had a solid
majority in the previous election, was damaged by scandals and left the city in bad
financial conditions. Probably because of this, PdL and LN were running separately
and had both a very poor performance, neither being admitted to the runoffs. Our
estimates in Table 4 indicate a very low faithfulness for both parties (from 18% of
PdL to 16% of LN) relative to the 2010 elections for the regional assembly. The
regional supporters of PdL moved in several directions, including the personal vote
for one of the candidate mayor (18%) and abstension (13%). The supporters of LN
in 2010 seemed to choose the protest movement M5S for about 38%, while 14%
opted for a personal vote, by choosing to vote directly for a candidate mayor rather
than a party.

Though the main opposing coalition led by PD benefited from the debacle of
the PdL, gaining 8% of its voters, it did not succeed in retaining a large majority of

As an example of a diagnostic plot which is quite typical, the following figure
displays polling stations on the horizontal axis and the Mahalanobis distance on the
vertical axis for the vote transitions of Table 3; most of the distances, dk, are below
the 0.1% critical value (horizontal dotted line).

Figure 1: Mahalanobis distances, d
k
, for transition probabilities of Table 3 and the 0.1% chi-

squared critical value (horizontal dotted line).
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their 2010 supporters with a faithfulness of about 77%. The centre-left coalition
gained 7% of those who had voted only for the candidate president of the region and
28% of the supporters of minor parties, which showed a strategic voting behaviour
in favour of the centre-left candidate’s supporting parties. On the other hand, it lost
protest votes in the direction of M5S (6%), while 10% opted for a personal vote, by
voting only for one of the candidates mayor.

It came as a surprise that the candidate of the centre-left coalition did not win
directly and that his competitor for the runoffs was the M5S candidate, Mr
Pizzarotti. This party had a very high estimated faithfulness (about 97%) in addition
to the transitions from Lega Nord mentioned above and from the coalition led by
PD (6%). An additional contribution to the surprising result of M5S is due to 4%
of those who had voted only for the president in 2010 and, much more important
in absolute terms, about 3% of the voters who had abstained at the regional
elections.

To uncover the presence of split-ticket voters and to estimate how those who
voted only the mayor split among the candidates, let us consider the estimates in Table
5. Here we see that the amount of transitions from parties to candidates of a different
coalition are essentially negligible, except, perhaps, for about 7% of voters of the
centre-left coalition who voted for the UdC candidate, Mr Ubaldi, or for other minor
candidates. Mr Bernazzoli, the candidate of the centre-left coalition, had indeed the
smallest faithfulness of the voters for the supporting parties but, on the other hand,
got the largest support (36%) among the voters who voted only for a candidate mayor,
while Mr Pizzarotti, the M5S candidate, got about 17% of the same voters.

4.2 THE RUNOFFS

Because Mr Bernazzoli, the centre-left candidate, had more votes and, apparently
a larger support, the victory of Mr Pizzarotti,  the M5S candidate, came as a surprise.
Our estimates in Table 6 provide a convincing explanation: while the M5S
candidate retained 100% of its supports - and, more importantly, gained the
majority of those who had supported LN (90%), UdC (78%) and Parma Unita
(83%) - Bernazzoli retained only 86% of his supporters of two weeks earlier and
was chosen by a minority of strategic voters. It is interesting to note that while about
40% of the voters of the PdL candidate abstained, thus indicating a sincere attitude,
the vast majority of voters from LN, Parma Unita and UdC tried to affect the result
of the election, probably in an attempt to prevent the coalition led by PD from
winning. Finally, it is also worth noticing the attitude exhibited by Mr Pizzarotti
who gained an additional 5% of voters who came back to vote after having chosen
to abstain at the first tournment, probably because disappointed.
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Table 4: Transitions from the voting options at the 2010 regional election to the 2012 city
council in Parma (row percentages).

Regional Buzzi’s Zorandi’s Ubaldi’s Bernazzoli’s Pizzarotti’s Ghiretti’s Other Only
parties supporting supporting supporting supporting supporting supportingcandiates mayor

parties parties parties parties parties parties

PdL 18.1 0 18.1 6.9 0 25.8 0 17.9

LN 0 16.1 22.6 0 37.9 1.5 7.6 14.3

UdC 0 0 95.8 0 0 0 0 0

PD and
other CL 0 0 0 76.9 6.2 0 0 10.8

M5S 0 0 0 0 96.7 3.3 0 0

Others 0 0 0 15.9 0 0 68.5 0

Only
president 0 0 0 3.5 3.9 0 7 83.6

Non Vote 0 0 1.8 0.7 3.1 1.1 0.7 1.3

Regional election (rows)

PD and other CL (other centre-left parties): PD, SEL, IdV. Others: Rifondazione Comunista, La

Destra

City Council election (columns)

Buzzi’s supporting parties: PdL, Cantiere Popolare. Zorandi’s supporting parties: Lega Nord.

Ubaldi’s supporting parties: UdC, Civiltà Parmigiana, Parma Moderata Libera Solidale. Bernazzoli’s

supporting parties: PD, PdCI, IdV, Parma Progressista Laica Socialista, Lista Civica Pensionati e

Consumatori, Parma che Cambia, Altra Politica. Pizzarotti’s supporting parties: M5S. Ghiretti’s

supporting parties: Parma Unita. Other candiates’ supporting parties: La Destra (Bocchi), Parma

Bene Comune, Rifondazione Comunista (Roberti), PC Lavoratori (Spaggiari), Buongiorno Italia

(Bonvicini).

Table 5: Transitions from parties voted at the city council to the candidate mayor in Parma
(row perentages).

Buzzi Zorandi Ubaldi Bernazzoli Pizzarotti Ghiretti Others Non Vote

PdL and
other CR 96.6 0 1.4 0 1.5 0.6 0 0

LN 0 97.6 2.4 0 0 0 0 0

UdC and
others 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0

PD and
other CL 0 0 2.2 92.7 0 1.3 3.8 0

M5S 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0

Parma Unita 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0

Others 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0

Only mayor 3.4 1.9 23.5 35.7 17.3 13.7 4.5 0

Non Vote 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
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City council election (raws)

PdL and other CR (other centre-right parties): PdL, Cantiere Popolare.

UdC and others: UdC, Civiltà Parmigiana, Parma Moderata Libera Solidale.

PD and other CL (other centre-left parties): PD, PdCI, IdV, Parma Progressista Laica Socialista,

Lista Civica Pensionati e Consumatori, Parma che Cambia, Altra Politica.

Others: La Destra, Parma Bene Comune, Rifondazione Comunista, PC Lavoratori, Buongiorno

Italia, Siamo Voi.

Table 6: Transitions from the candidate mayor voted on May 6th to the candidate voted at
the runoffs in Parma (row percentages).

Pizzarotti Bernazzoli Non Vote
Buzzi (PdL) 60.0 0 40.0
Zorandi (LN) 90.3 0 9.7
Ubaldi (UdC) 78.5 14.6 6.8
Bernazzoli (PD) 9.5 86.2 4.2
Pizzarotti (M5S) 100.0 0 0
Ghiretti (Parma Unita) 82.6 17.4 0
Others 71.1 7.7 21.2
Non Vote 5.5 0 94.5

5. CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this work was to show how a modern methodology for ecological
inference may be fruitfully used in the context of municipal elections in Italy to
quantify the proportion of voters with certain specific behaviours. Specifically,
within the conceptual categories of electoral behaviour considered in the literature,
we tried to provide insights on the role played by specific voting attitudes in
determining the observed electoral outcome. The key idea consists in combining
the analysis of several tables of transitions that highlight distinct features of voting
behaviour.

In so doing, we were mostly interested in highlighting the behaviour of those
electoral segments whose links to the traditional political assets show weak,
namely: i. protest voters, that is, voters who choose not to vote or those who vote
a minor party with a very critical view of the whole political system; ii. personal
voters, that is, voters who take into account the personal qualities of individual
candidates rather than the party they belong to, refusing the role of political
interface played by the party system; iii. strategic voters, that is, supporters of minor
parties and candidates out of the electoral competition who, through their strategic
choice, try to affect the electoral outcomes.
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For instance, by averaging across voting options with the respective margins,
we can see that the degree of faithfulness that emerges from the first table (regional
election versus municipal election) in the Milan case was 93% for the center-left
coalition against 83% for the center-right coalition; the fact that faithfulness for
other parties was only 46% suggests the presence of strategic vote. In the case of
Parma, while the center-left coalition had a mere 77% of faithfulness, M5S reached
97%. Here, again, faithfulness for the remaining parties was only 27%, a clear effect
of strategic vote.

It may also be of interest to compare the two towns relative to the second table
(parties against candidates in the municipal election). Here split voting was less
than 2% in Milan against 4% in Parma while the proportion of true personal voters
who did not choose any party ranged from about 6% in Milan to 13% in Parma.
Finally, in the runoffs, the estimate of strategic voters is about 83% in Milan against
88% in Parma. Even more remarkable is that while in the Milan case strategic voters
split into 55% for Pisapia against 45% for Moratti, in the case of Parma Pizzarrotti
(M5S candidate) gained more than 87% of strategic voters.

Overall, the study drew attention into two components that concurred to shape
the observed electoral outcome. In Milan, the first unquestionable component is
represented by the united front of centre-left supporters who unanimously sustained
Mr Pisapia. In Parma, it is the low faithfulness of centre-right voters to their own
candidates, possibly disappointed by the previous administration, who contributed
to the “Movimento 5 Stelle” candidate victory.

Less obviously, the second remarkable component is provided by the wide
and composite group of voters whose behaviour stands beyond the faithfulness to
traditional political parties. These are the voters who refuse the mediation of the
established party system and cast a ballot directly to a candidate, giving rise to
personal vote; disappointed voters who come back to vote after having chosen not
to vote; supporters of minor parties out of the electoral competition who choose to
vote strategically a less preferred candidate with the aim of influencing the electoral
race.
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